
Due to hydrodynamical forces, the gas slows down during the merger and is separated from 
DM. 

Subcluster composition: 
by mass 
~85 % DM
~13 % gas
~2 % galaxies

Bullet cluster

Hierarchical clustering 
formation of large scale 
structure 
 Cluster mergers are on-
going processes in the 
present Universe.

Binary Major Merger Scenario



Bullet Cluster Merger: https://youtu.be/rLx_TXhTXbs

Due to hydrodynamical forces, the hot X-ray gas (shown in pink) slows down during the 
merger and is separated from the galaxies & DM. The total mass distribution (shown in blue)
inferred from gravitational lensing, is coincident with the position of the galaxies.

X-ray from hot ICM gas

Matter (galaxy + DM) 
distribution inferred from 
gravitational weak lensing.

Separation between the gas 
and non-collisional matter.
 Impling Existence of DM



-Gas & DM offset

As the subclusters approach
and pass through pericenter the 
gas halos exchange momentum,
while the galaxies and DM 
continue well past pericenter. 
A separation arises between the 
gas and the outbound galaxies and 
DM 
 dissociative mergers

Subcluster composition: 
by mass 
~85 % DM
~13 % gas
~2 % galaxies

Bullet cluster

Musket Ball Cluster



Dissociative merging clusters showing the separation between X-rays (pink) and 
gravitational mass (blue). 

Abell 520 Musket Ball Cluster

Bullet Group : SL2S J08544-0121 MACS J0025 
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X-ray observation Simulation data

SPH+N-body simulation



Observation of 29 merging clusters with radio relics:
- Optical photometry+ spectroscopy mapping of mass and galaxy distribution
- X-raymapping of hot ICM gas
- Radio  relativistic electrons accelerated by ICM shocks

Detection of radio relics means that the merger axis is likely to lie in the plane of 
sky with small line-of-sight velocities (galaxies) 
 selection condition: viewed edge-on

Modeling of merger dynamics:
- Dynamics modeling of mergers: N-body cosmological simulations
- HD or MHD simulations
- Weak lensing for matter distribution
- DM self-interaction model
- Particle acceleration at shocks



http://www.mergingclustercollaboration.org/

Subjects
- Weak lensing (DM)
- dynamics modeling
- simulations
- radio relics
- spectroscopy
- self-interactions of 
DM
- galaxy evolution
- X-ray analysis



Weak lensing by Galaxy Clusters  DM distribution

Rings, arclets, distorted & 
magnified images due to 
gravitational lensing by 
foreground clusters.



mass reconstruction (contours)
from optical image

offset 
between 
X-ray and 
mass 
peaks

ApJ 2016



equatorial shocks

(b)

(a) merger 
axis

gas
gas

shock ahead 
of HDMCshock ahead of 

LDMC

(c) LDMC HDMC

gas

HDMC LDMC Two subclumps are approaching.

‘Equatorial Shocks’ are launched 
first perp. to the merger axis.

Two ‘axial shocks’ form and 
propagate along the merger axis.
 acceleration of electrons via DSA
 Synchrotron emission
 form double radio relics

DM core passage (pericenter)

10

HDMC LDMC

HDMC
– heavy dark matter core LDMC – light dark matter core

cartoon picture for binary major merger merger driven shocks



ApJ 2011

Merger shocks

Set of cosmological simulations:
Enzo code.

A3376

color: Temperature,  contours: gas density

Equatorial shock
mass 
ratio

M=7

M=2.5



Identify merging clusters

X-ray 
emissivity

Shock Mach 
number

Properties of merger shocks in simulated merging clusters

50h-1 Mpc

5.7Mpc

Find three types of shocks associated 
with each merging cluster.

Ha, Ryu, & Kang 2018

Main Results
• Shocks driven by major mergers have Mach number Ms ~ 2 – 4 at 1-2 Mpc from the 

cluster center at ~1 Gyr after DM core passage.
• Properties of merger shocks are consistent with observations of radio relics detected 

in the outskirts of galaxy clusters.
• DSA at merger shocks can reproduce most of the radio observations of radio relics.

1. Performed several LCDM cosmological simulations
with 10243 grids  on 50 h-1 Mpc box

2. Identify merging clusters going through almost head-on 
collision with ~ 2:1 mass ratio & kT x ~ 5 KeV

CR electron acceleration 
via DSA radio relic



(double) Radio relics: diffuse radio sources found mainly in merging clusters

PLCKG287.0+32.9

Sausage relic

1RXS J060303.3

ZwCl0008.8
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Radio relics: synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons 
accelerated by merger-driven shocks.
Shock Mach numbers can be estimated from the spectral 
index, based on DSA model.

shock

shock



Electron energy spectrum due to DSA

Synchrotron emission from a single electron

Synchrotron radiation spectrum

Spectral index map

synchrotron/iC cooling behind the shock
 Steepening of f(p)  steepening of 

2
rad

2
22, BBBe 



CIZAJ2242.8+5301
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Sausage Relic

15/12

van Weeren et al. 2010

double radio relics (RN + RS) could be 
direct evidence for merger-driven shocks !

Jee et al. 2015
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Signatures of shocks in ICM: X-ray shocks in merging clusters
The Bullet Cluster

Cluster A665

6.03XM
Dasadia et al. 2016

5.2XM
Shimwell et al. 2015

0.3XM
Markevitch 2006
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shock



Radio relic

ICM

DM

merger axis

Cluster 1RXS J060303.3 
with the Toothbrush radio relic

Radio relic

X-ray

radio

galaxy

Gaussian mixture model (GMM) analysis
 Identity subclusters

offset between X-ray and 
mass peaks



Toothbrush 

Sausage Relic 

29 merging clusters with radio relics



A1240

A3411 MACS J1752

Radio relic

ICM

subclump

merger axis

Simple, bimodal systems with double relics



CIZA J2242

PLKG287

PSZ1G108

Simple, bimodal systems with double relics



Simple, bimodal systems with double relics

ZWCl0008 ZWCl1856

RXC J1314



-The line of sight velocity difference between merging subclusters is small.
- Radio relics are a robust indicator of the merger axis: merger activity aligned 
with the radio relic.
- Double radio relics are a strong indicator of simple merger geometries. 

Schematic representation of the relic geometry for a double relic system (e.g. A1240). 

Mergers with double radio relics means that the merger axis is likely to lie in the 
plane of sky with small line-of-sight velocities (galaxies) 
 viewed edge-on


